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Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a common cause of heart failure globally. Te need to explore possible ways to tackle the
disease necessitated this study. Te study designed a machine learning model for cardiovascular disease risk prediction in
accordance with a dataset that contains 11 features which may be used to forecast the disease. Te dataset from Kaggle on
cardiovascular disease includes approximately 70,000 patient records that were used to determine the outcome. Compared to the
UCI dataset, the Kaggle dataset has many more training and validation records. Models created using neural networks, random
forests, Bayesian networks, C5.0, and QUEST were compared for this dataset. On training and testing data sets, the results
acquired a high accuracy (99.1 percent), which is signifcantly superior to previous methods. Ahead-of-time detection and
diagnosis of cardiac disease, as well as better treatment outcomes, are strong possibilities for the suggested prediction model.
Additionally, it may help patients better manage their illness or life forms in order to increase their chances of recovery/survival.
Te result showed greater accuracy and promising signs that machine-learning algorithms can indeed assist in early identifcation
of the disease and improvement of the treatment outcome.

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disorders are frequently mistaken for diseases of
the heart. Stroke, angina, and a heart attack are all symptoms of
restricted or clogged blood arteries, which is what causes these
diseases. Heart illness comes in a variety of forms, including
those that afect the muscles, valves, or rhythm of the heart. If
doctors could foresee these things carefully, treating and diag-
nosing patients would be much easier. Heart illness is the main

sign of coronary artery disease, which is a false diagnosis.Tat is
not the same as cardiovascular disease, an illness that impacts the
blood vessels, since it is heart disease.

At 25.4% of all U.S. fatalities in 2010, in addition to Canada
and England, it was the main cause of death. Troughout the
world, there is a similar issue. Heart disease is a time-sensitive
condition, and early detection is critical[1]. Because of incorrect
diagnosis or trial-and-error procedures, many patients’ health is
compromised. Until there is an abundance of medical
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professionals and/or diagnostic errors are eliminated, the
problem will persist [2]. Some patients may receive needless
therapy or be brought to the hospital for chest discomfort.
Specialists for diagnosis are few in many undeveloped nations.
An automated system like this, then, might be benefcial to the
medical community in assisting doctors with early correct
diagnoses.

Tere has to be an accurate representation of the dis-
ease’s many forms to accurately diagnose it. Examples must
be carefully chosen if the system is to function safely and
efectively. Machine learning (ML) is the branch of artifcial
intelligence (AI) that is being used in cardiovascular care. A
computer’s ability to interpret data and classify a given task
is essentially what this is all about. Mathematical optimi-
zation and statistical analysis are used in conjunction to
forecast results in the ML framework, which is built on
models that take in input data (such as images or text) (e.g.,
favorable, unfavorable, or neutral).

Diferent ML algorithms are being used for classifcation
and prediction targets. Examples of ML prediction and
classifcation algorithms are SVM and boosting algorithms
[3]. Decisions can be made using the random forest (RF)
method, which averages many nodes. It is possible to classify
and segment images using a convolutional neural network
(CNN), which has several layers and nodes [4]. Each of these
algorithms has been previously detailed in technical detail
[5], but no agreement has developed to guide the selection of
specifc algorithms for clinical use in cardiovascular
medicine.

If favored performance in one or more particular
problem groups is more important than overall perfor-
mance, the design may be impacted by this. Tis is common
inmost medical tasks since the system’s performance may be
needed to have a varying level of relevance for every class. As
such, in the diagnosis of heart disease, the precision required
for healthy individuals is extremely important, as a mistake
in this area might lead to an unnecessary course of therapy
for a healthy patient. Medical problems and data collected
infuence how well the system balances the performance of
diferent groups. In addition, a shortage of medical spe-
cialists has led to an upsurge in the death rate of patients with
a variety of diseases in the majority of nations. In most
nations, heart disease has surpassed all other causes of death
as the foremost reason for death in both urban and rural
settings.

Te remainder of the essay is structured as follows: A
brief review of some earlier studies on machine learning
approaches in medical diagnosis is provided in Section 2.
Te materials and procedures utilized in this investigation
are described in Section 3 of the text. In Section 4, the
experimental fndings and analysis are presented. Te article
is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related Work

For the prediction of fatal complications during hospitali-
zation, the authors [6] developed a multitask deep and wide
neural network (MT-DWNN). During the previous 18 years,
the algorithm was evaluated on 35,101 hospitalizations with

an HF diagnosis and 2,478 hospitalizations with a renal
failure diagnosis from the Chinese PLA General Hospital.
For the renal failure problem, the AUC of the suggested
technique (0.9393) is much better than that of traditional
methods, whereas the AUC of single task deep neural
networks (0.9370), random forest (0.9360), and logistic
regression are all less than 0.9233. Predicting renal dys-
function in heart failure patients is easier using the MT-
DWNNmodel, according to the fndings of the experiments.

Using well-organized training datasets, the authors in [7]
proposed two deep neural networks for the efective ex-
pectation of coronary heart disease risk. Prediction proce-
dures are unable to learn from irregular data in most real-
world datasets. Rather than relying on entire or randomly
chosen training datasets, they advocated constructing
training datasets by distinguishing regular from a highly
biased subset. Two processes are involved in the preparation
of the training data: To improve the highly biased set,
variable autoencoders separate the original training datasets
into two sets: widely dispersed and highly skewed. Te last
step is to train two separate deep neural network classifers.
According to the suggested approach, the AUC was 0.882
and accuracy was 0.892, which outperformedmore common
methods in terms of specifcity, accuracy, exactness, recall,
and the f-measure (0.915).

Machine-learning methods were proposed by the au-
thors in [8] as a new way to predict obesity risk. Obesity and
its underlying causes are the focus of this research. It is
estimated that more than 1100 people of all ages and so-
cioeconomic backgrounds participated in the survey. Te
proposed study covered nine machine-learning techniques.
K-NN, multilayer perceptrons (MLP), random forest, Naive
Bayes, support vector machines (SVM), adaptive boosting
(ADA), logistic regression, decision trees, and gradient-
boost classifers were all evaluated for their efcacy. High-,
medium-, and low-obesity individuals were categorized into
three groups. Classifers using the logistic regression algo-
rithm achieve a correctness rate of 97 percent, which is
higher than any other approach. Accuracy was 64.08 per-
cent, and metrics were the lowest.

Te authors of reference [9] trained models for mortality
and HF hospitalization risk assessment using three years of
follow-up data. Brier scores and receiving-operating char-
acteristic curves (ROCCs) were used to assess the model’s
discriminating and calibrating abilities. To determine the
best predictors, the best models were used in a 5-fold cross-
validation procedure. Te RF model’s mean C-statistic
ranged from 0.72 to 0.75 when used to predict death (Brier
score: 1.17) and hospitalization (95% CI: 0.72 to 0.75) with
high accuracy (Brier rating: 0.76). BMI, urea nitrogen
concentrations, and KCCQ subscale scores were all pow-
erfully connected to mortality, while hemoglobin concen-
trations, time since the previous HF hospitalization, and
KCCQ subscale scores were all strongly linked to HF
hospitalization.

It was predicted by the authors of reference [10] whether
a person will be in a stroke or the control group. Te mean
area under the curve (AUC) of 76 was the average AUC for
ourmodels, which predicted whether each participant would
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be given either a small or a large shopping list (3 or 7 items).
Te AUC was 64, whether stroke patients or controls were
included in the study. Te biggest dissociating element in all
categorization tests was the frequency with which aisles were
returned. Eye movement data collected from virtual reality
imitations may thus be utilized to diagnose cognitive def-
ciencies, which might lead to therapeutic uses in the future.

According to the authors of reference [11], 265 of the
24,461 patients who were admitted to the Johns Hopkins
Health System with acute decompensated heart failure de-
veloped CS. Logistic regression was the basis of their cohort
identifcation method, which relies on patient vitals, labo-
ratory results, and medication doses recorded during
therapy.Teir technique identifed patients with a signifcant
propensity for developing CS.Te prevalence of CS was 10.2
times greater in the high-risk group compared to the low-
risk group (95% CI, 6.1–17.2). Patients in the high-risk
group were labeled high risk for a median of 1.7 days before
their clinical team verifed the CS diagnosis (interquartile
range, 0.8–4.6). Furthermore, they looked at 50 patients at
high risk who went on to develop CS and 50 who did not.
From the time a model was identifed as high risk until it was
diagnosed with CS, 12 percent of patients received poten-
tially incorrect treatment, whereas 50 percent received
better-matched treatment alternatives. It was shown that
44% of the false-positive patients were diagnosed with CS or
end-stage cardiomyopathy by their clinical teams.

It was shown that the use of interpretable machine
learning in the study of juvenile idiopathic, hereditary, or
familial dilated cardiomyopathy helped researchers better
understand the LV remodeling and mechanics of the LV, as
well as the heart’s systolic and diastolic function (DCM).
Data from juvenile DCM and healthy controls, including
echocardiograms and clinical notes, were reviewed retro-
spectively in this study. Aortic, pulmonary vein, mitral, age,
Doppler velocity traces, and body surface area were all input
into the machine learning process, as were regional longi-
tudinal strains during the cardiac cycle. Multiple kernel
learning was utilized to minimize data dimensionality,
placing patients in accordance with conglomerate infor-
mation similarity. K-means then selects groups based on
their similarities. Calculations were made to determine the
percentage of people with DoT. When looking at the DoT
proportions of each of the fve phenotypic groups, it became
clear that they were clinically unique. Only one DCM pa-
tient, who was not a healthy control, was assigned to groups
3–5, thereby proving that this method is accurate and re-
liable. Tose in Cluster 5 were the oldest, the most medi-
cated, and the most likely to have DoT, with mixed systolic
and diastolic heart failure. Tose in Cluster-4 were the
oldest, with the most LV remodeling, but also the second-
highest frequency of DoT, with moderate diastolic dys-
function and mild diastolic dysfunction. While there was a
large amount of DoT in the third cluster of patients, there
was only moderate remodeling and functional improvement
in the second cluster of patients.

Human heart rate variability (HRV) may be used to
identify hypertensive persons who are at high risk of having
a vascular event, according to the authors of reference [12]. It

was used to develop an HRV model utilizing demographic
information and HRV characteristics as well as a mix of
both. Te trained model’s highest accuracy was 97.08%
during the afternoon, utilizing the combined set of char-
acteristics. Furthermore, the F1 score and accuracy were
81.25% and 86.67% for identifying high-risk people, re-
spectively. Te model’s total area under the curve was 0.98,
which indicates great sensitivity and specifcity. Machine
learning algorithms and heart rate variability may be used to
predict vascular events in hypertensive patients, according to
this research. With its simple but successful prediction
technique and continued use, it aided doctors in their de-
cision-making more than any other method now available.

Heart rate increases, but heart rate variability and low-
and high-frequency power decrease when exposed to
thrilling music, according to the authors of reference [13]. It
was being studied how harmonic intervals and noise stimuli
afect the heart’s reaction to stimuli. Harmonic intervals and
noise both afect cardiac activity, although in diferent ways.
For example, the Poincare plot’s axis-to-ellipse ratio in-
creased when subjects were exposed to both harmonic in-
tervals and noise. A broad variety of cardiac responses is
elicited by the stimuli’s frequency content, which includes
both noise and harmonic intervals. Consonance quality in
the heart’s reaction to harmonic intervals should also be
considered.

Invasive coronary angiography’s diagnostic value was
improved by reducing patient risk and expense through
better outpatient selection, as proposed by the authors of
reference [14]. Over the course of 12 years, researchers ex-
amined invasive angiography recommendation data from
Ontario, Canada’s provincial cardiac registry. Te research
comprised outpatients who had coronary angiography
throughout the research duration. Using the training data, 8
prediction designs were built in Python utilizing grid-search
cross-validation (80% random sample, and n � 5 23,750).
Te discriminative power of each model was assessed using a
20% random sampling from the 5938 data set.

Te authors of reference [15] claimed that hearts are the
most signifcant organs in human bodies. High blood
pressure and diabetes may result from a variety of lifestyle
changes. Heart failure, on the other hand, is a devastating
condition. Tere is no treatment for heart failure, which is a
dangerous disease. Te heart of the patient is not pumping
blood as efectively as it should, resulting in this disease. One
of the most difcult tasks in medicine is to make an accurate
prediction of heart failure. As the world’s population has
grown, so have the numbers of people sufering from heart
failure. Based on the proportion of several performance
metrics, this research is looking at machine learning algo-
rithms (for example accurateness, preciseness, and recall).
ML is shown. Te ideal method for every measurement is
projected. Many supervised ML methods, for example, lo-
gistic regression, decision tree, k-nn, and random forest, are
used to analyze certain variables in the dataset. To write
Python code, Anaconda Jupyter notebooks are utilized.

An attempt was made by the authors of reference [16] in
community-based groups to fnd and describe homogeneous
echocardiographic characteristics. Studying phenotypes
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defned by echocardiography and their connections to
vascular function and circulating biomarkers was done on
the STANISLAS cohort’s frst generation.

Multilayer perception neural networks (MLP), support
vector machines (SVM), and ensemble approaches are
among the machine learning technologies the authors of
reference [17] used to classify cardiovascular diseases. To
assess the likely variations in approach uncertainty, they
used two public datasets with notably distinct properties.
Tere were over 300 distinct physiological data points per
patient in the cardiac arrhythmia dataset by the University of
California, Irvine (UCI) machine learning repository, al-
though the distribution of cases was much skewed. Tis is
compared to a Kaggle dataset that reports on cardiovascular
illness and comprises over 75,000 patient records. It is
important to note that this Kaggle dataset only includes a few
variables per patient record: serum cholesterol levels, dia-
stolic and synchronous blood pressure, comparative glucose
level, and whether or not angina symptoms are present.
According to their research, they compared their existing
binary search technique with a partition-based strategy in
various network circumstances to evaluate the suggested
scheme’s performance. Tey utilized MATLAB (Math-
Works, Natick, MA, USA) for numerical analysis and ran
fve simulations to acquire averaged fndings.

Heart sounds may be used to indicate CHF, according to
the authors of reference [18]. Using the suggested method, it
is possible to distinguish between healthy people and those
with chronic heart failure and to identify diverse stages of the
disease. Innovative CHF patients may be identifed, and
home-based CHF monitoring may be developed to reduce
hospitalizations as a result of this new approach to identi-
fying patients.

Te authors of reference [19] employed three ML
frameworks to examine electronic health record data from
27,619 prior patient visits. A ratio of 80 : 20 was used to train
and evaluate the models. Patients undergo central line
surgery, according to the International Statistical Classif-
cation of Diseases and Related Health Problems. Tere were
a total of ten codes [20]. XGBoost was the best-performing
MLA for CLABSI risk prediction 48 hours after central line
insertion with an AUROC of 0.762. Our fndings suggest
that MLAs might be useful clinical decision support tools for
assessing the risk of CLABSI and that further study into
them is warranted in this regard [21].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Dataset. Te heart failure prediction dataset was ob-
tained from the UCI machine learning repository for use in
our study [22]. Tis dataset was developed by integrating
previously accessible but previously uncombined datasets.

3.2. Data Preprocessing. Te data are transformed via the
process of preprocessing, which enables a more accurate
machine-learning model to be constructed [23]. Te pre-
processing acts to enhance the quality of the data by

performing several tasks, including the rejection of outliers,
the flling of missing values, and the selection of features.

3.2.1. Missing Value Identifcation. Tese missing values
might be found by using the Python utility. To fll up a
missing value, we substituted the mean value for it.

3.2.2. Outlier Identifcation and Removal. An outlier is a
data point or collection of data points that deviates from the
rest of the dataset’s data values. In that instance, it is a data
point or points in a dataset that appear outside of the broader
distribution of data values. We used the Python script to
flter the dataset for outliers and extreme values based on
interquartile ranges.

3.2.3. Feature Selection. Feature selection or variable se-
lection is the procedure of choosing a subset of essential
features or variables from the complete characteristics of a
level in a data collection for machine learning algorithms.
When trying to pin down the most critical characteristics,
statisticians often turn to Pearson’s correlation technique.
Using this method, the correlation coefcient may be cal-
culated and used to determine the quality of the output and
input [24]. Within a range of one-to-one, the coefcient is
stable. More than or less than 0.5 implies a statistically
signifcant connection, while zero indicates no correlation.

3.3. Design and Implementation of the Classifcation Model.
Comprehensive investigations on heart failure prediction
are conducted in this study using several ML classifcation
approaches such as QUEST, random forest, neural network,
and Bayesian network. Section 3.4 illustrates the suggested
model diagram.

3.3.1. QUEST. Selecting variables for splitting is performed
using ANOVA F and Chi Square tests in a contingency table.
A binary split is achieved by condensing variables with many
classes into two super-classes (quadratic discriminant
analysis).Te treemay be pruned using the CARTmethod. It
may be utilized for the classifcation and regression. Dis-
criminant coordinates are initially assigned to predictor
categories in QUEST to transform categorical (symbolic)
data into continuous variables [25]. By using a quadratic
discriminant analysis, we can locate the split point (QDA).
QDA typically provides two cut-of points; the one which is
closest to the sample average of the primary superclass is
selected. Figure 1 highlights the predicator importance in
QUEST.

Te QUEST tree method has the beneft of not being
biased in the split-variable selection, unlike CART, which is
biased toward picking split variables that enable more splits
and have more missing values. Te construction of the
decision tree is described below:

MaxHR≤ 143.284 [Mode: 1] (387)
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ST_Slope in [“Down” “Flat”] [Mode: 1] ≥1 (272;
0.893)
ST_Slope in [“Up”] [Mode: 0] (115)

Oldpeak≤ 1.136 [Mode: 0] ≥0 (97; 0.887)
Oldpeak> 1.136 [Mode: 1] ≥1 (18; 0.667)

MaxHR> 143.284 [Mode: 0] (262)

ST_Slope in [“Down” “Flat”] [Mode: 1] (106)
ChestPainType in [“ATA” “NAP”] [Mode: 0 ] ≥0

(48; 0.583)
ChestPainType in [“ASY” “TA”] [ Mode: 1] ≥1

(58; 0.862)
ST_Slope in [“Up”] [Mode: 0] (156)

ChestPainType in [“ATA” “NAP” “TA”] [Mode:
0] ≥0 (116; 0.948)

ChestPainType in [“ASY”] [Mode: 0] (40)
FastingBS≤ 0 [Mode: 0] ≥0 (33; 0.667)
FastingBS> 0 [Mode: 1] ≥1 (7; 1.0)

3.3.2. Random Forest. It is a regulated AI approach in light of
the decision tree algorithm called the random forest model.
Numerous businesses, including banking and online busi-
nesses, utilize this calculation to foresee client conduct and
results. A few choice trees make up an irregular woodland
calculation [26]. Bagging or bootstrap conglomeration is uti-
lized to prepare the “woodland” of the arbitrary backwoods
calculation [26]. A meta-algorithm group known as “bagging”
is utilized to work on the precision of the AI algorithm of
diferent sorts.

Te algorithm (random forest) uses the decision trees’
predictions to decide the outcome. It makes predictions by
taking the average of multiple trees’ output. As the number of
trees increases, so does the precision of the output. Te de-
cision tree approach has its limitations, but the random forest
method solves them. Data overftting is minimized, and ac-
curacy is improved. A forecasting system does not need a
large number of parameter settings (like scikit-learn). Figure 2
highlights the predicator importance in random forest.

Importance
0.2 0.4 0.6

FastingBS
0.80 1.0

Age
Exercise

Sex
Cholesterol

RestingBP
Oldpeak
MaxHR

ChestPainType
ST_Slope

Predicator Importance

Figure 1: Predicator importance in QUEST.

0.0

F1

Random Forest

1.60.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9

F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18

Figure 2: Predicator importance in random forest.

Table 1: Feature names for short used in the random forest
algorithm.

Original feld name Field name on graphic
ST_slope_up F-1
ChestPainType_ASY F-2
Cholesterol F-3
MaxHR F-4
Oldpeak F-5
Age F-6
ST_slope_fat F-7
ExerciseAngina F-8
RestingBP F-9
Sex F-10
ChestPainType_ATA F-11
FastingBS F-12
RestingECG_LVH F-13
RestingECG_normal F-14
ChestPainType_NAP F-15
RestingECG_ST F-16
ChestPainType_TA F-17
ST_slope_down F-18
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Feature names for short used in the random forest al-
gorithm are explained in Table 1.

If too many trees are used, the algorithm becomes too
sluggish and inefective for real-time predictions. As a rule,
these algorithms are rapid to train but take a long time to
make predictions once they have been trained.

3.3.3. Neural Network. Te evaluation of training samples is
how neural networks, a kind of machine learning, enable a
computer to learn to execute a job. In most cases, the ex-
amples have already been prelabeled by the students
themselves [20]. For instance, an article acknowledgment
framework might be given many labeled pictures of auto-
mobiles, homes, espresso cups, etc., and it would look for
visual examples in the pictures that frequently relate with

specifc marks. Figure 3 describes the neural network
designed for prediction of heart disease.

Adding a constant (the bias) to an input shifts its activation
function in the desired direction. An analogy for bias in neural
networks is that of a linear function, where a constant value acts
as a transposing constant. Te logic inside the neural network
has been defned with the help of Table 2.

Many basic processing nodes are tightly linked in a neural
network that is roughly modeled on the human brain. To a large
extent, today’s neural network architectures are “feed-forward,”
meaning that data only travel in one way through the network’s
layers of nodes. When a node gets data from a lower tier, it may
also broadcast data to a higher layer, which may have a large
number of lower layer nodes linked [21]. Figure 4 highlights the
predicator importance in the neural network [27] designed for
the current problem.

Heart Disease

Bias

Bias Oldpeak ST_slope RestingBP Cholesterol ChestPain Age Sex MaxHR Exercise FastingBS

Neuron 1 Neuron 2 Neuron 3 Neuron 4 Neuron 5 Neuron 6 Neuron 7

Figure 3: Te neural network in the current problem.

Table 2: Te Description of the neural network.

PointType X Y V4d

Scale

0 9.1667 Bias
0 8.3333 Oldpeak
0 6.6667 RestingBP
0 5.8333 Cholesterol
0 4.1667 Age
0 2.5 MaxHR
0 0.8333 FastingBS
1 8.8889 Bias
1 7.7778 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax
1 6.6667 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax
1 5.5556 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax
1 4.4444 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax
1 3.3333 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax
1 2.2222 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax
1 1.1111 Hidden layer activation: hyperbolic tangent Output layer activation: SoftMax

Set 0 7.5 ST_slope
Set 0 5 ChestPainType
Set 0 3.3333 Sex
Set 0 1.6667 ExerciseAngina
Set 2 5 HeartDisease
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3.3.4. Bayesian Network. A Bayesian network or confdence
network is a graph whose nodes represent variables that each
have two or more values with certain probabilities and
whose links model dependency relationships between pairs
of variables [28]. Figure 5 highlights the predicator im-
portance in the Bayesian Network designed for the current
problem.

Te Bayes rule is relatively basic but highly signifcant for
connecting conditional probabilities:

p(x | y) �
(p(y | x)∗p(x))

p(y)
. (1)

Using evidence and prior knowledge about the likelihood of
various hypotheses, the Bayes rule is a useful technique for
estimating the posterior probability of a hypothesis. A Bayesian
network can be used both for classifcation (the input nodes are
set to match a specifc data item, and the classifcation proba-
bilities are read of the output node(s)) and more generally to
investigate the interrelationships between the variables within a
system. Figure 6 highlights the distribution in the Bayesian
network designed for the current problem.

A probability table capturing all possible combinations
of all variables would be a special-case Bayesian network

where all node pairs are joined by a link. Because such a table
would grow exponentially concerning the number of vari-
ables, the practical aim is generally to minimize the number
of links by only linking nodes where a genuine dependency
relationship exists [29]. Figure 7 highlights the conditional

0.2 0.4 0.6
FastingBS

0.80 1.0

Age
Exercise

Sex
Cholesterol
RestingBP

Oldpeak
MaxHR

estPainType
ST_Slope

Predicator Importance

Figure 4: Te neural network in the current problem.

ST_Scope

Sex

Cholesterol

FastingBS

Oldpeak

Chestpain type

HeartDisease

ExerciseAgina

MaxHR

Age

RestingECG

RestingBP

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Predicator
Target

Figure 5: Te Bayesian network in the current problem.

Figure 6: Distribution in the Bayesian network for the current
problem.
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probabilities in the Bayesian network designed for the
current problem.

A standard Bayesian network is a directed graph, but the
direction is based solely on how the nodes are to be used
(input/output) as well as on which topology allows the most
information to be modeled with the fewest number of links.
A causal network is a subtype where link directions express
causality.

3.3.5. C5.0. C5.0 is the decision tree-generating supervised
machine learning algorithm. Ross Quinlan created the initial
algorithm. C4.5, which is based on ID3, has been upgraded.
By diminishing the assessed entropy esteem, this strategy
achieves the ideal of segmenting the information at that hub
into cleaner classes. Tis suggests that when every hub
separates the information as per the standard at that hub,
every subset of information partitioned by the standard will
incorporate a smaller assortment of classes and, at last, only
one class. Because this method is easy to calculate, C50 runs
rapidly. C50 is tough. It can handle both numerical and
category data. Based on the ruleset, we created the C5.0
model for the present situation. Te rules are as follows:

Rules for 1—contains 12 rule(s)
Rule 1 for 1 (89; 0.978)
if Cholesterol ≤ 42.500 and FastingBS > 0.500 then 1
Rule 2 for 1 (106; 0.954)
if Cholesterol≤ 93 and ST_Slope = Flat then 1
Rule 3 for 1 (274; 0.942)
if Sex =M and ChestPainType =ASY and ST_Slo-

pe = Flat then 1
Rule 4 for 1 (128; 0.938)
if FastingBS >0.500 and ST_Slope = Flat then 1
Rule 5 for 1 (11; 0.923)
if Sex =M and ChestPainType =ATA and Choles-

terol >245.500 and ST_Slope = Flat then 1
Rule 6 for 1 (89; 0.923)

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES OF AGE

PARENTS PROBABILITY
HeartDisease <=37.08 37.8~47.6 47.6~57.4 57.4~67.2 >67.2
1 0.03 0.14 0.37 0.39 0.07
0 0.09 0.29 0.40 0.19 0.04

Figure 7: Conditional probabilities in the Bayesian network for the current problem.

Dataset

Information Gain
Feature Selection

Correlation-based
Feature Selection

Testing Training

NN BN C5.0 RF Quest

Combiner: Major Voting

Heart Disease Prediction

Ensemble

Ensemble of
Feature Selection

70% Training &
30% Testing

Figure 8: Te fowchart of the proposed ensemble model for the
current problem.

COMPARING $C-HEARTDISEASE
Correct 806 87.8%
Wrong 112 12.2%
Total 918

COINCIDENCE MATRIX
0 1

0 349 61
1 51 457

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
0 0.67
1 0.466

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Range 0.501-1.0
Mean Correct 0.926
Mean Incorrect 0.783
Always Correct Above 0.9995 (17.54% of cases)
Always Incorrect Below 0.501 (0% of cases)
91.29% Accuracy Above 0.661
2.0 Fold Correct Above 0.867 (93.9% of cases)

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Mean 87.8
Sum 80600.0
Minimum 0.0
Maximum 100.0
Standard Deviation 32.747

EVALUATION MATRIX
Model AUC Gini
SC-HeartDisease 0.943 0.887

Figure 9: Metrics of the Bayes network for the current problem.
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if Sex =M and RestingECG= ST and ST_Slope = Flat
then 1

Rule 7 for 1 (264; 0.921)
if Sex =M and ChestPainType =ASY and Exer-

ciseAngina =Y then 1
Rule 8 for 1 (272; 0.901)
if ExerciseAngina =Y and ST_Slope = Flat then 1
Rule 9 for 1 (338; 0.897)
if Age >44 and Sex =M and ST_Slope = Flat then 1
Rule 10 for 1 (7; 0.889)
if Sex = F and RestingBP >148 and Exer-

ciseAngina =N and ST_Slope = Flat then 1
Rule 11 for 1 (6; 0.875)
if RestingBP≤ 117 and ExerciseAngina =N and

ST_Slope =Down then 1
Rule 12 for 1 (63; 0.769)
if ST_Slope =Down then 1

Rules for 0—contains 8 rule(s)
Rule 1 for 0 (91; 0.978)
if Cholesterol >42.500 and MaxHR≤ 145 and Old-

peak≤ 0.050 and ST_Slope =Upthen 0
Rule 2 for 0 (42; 0.955)

if Age≤ 44 and ChestPainType =NAP then 0
Rule 3 for 0 (80; 0.951)
if ChestPainType =ATA and Cholesterol≤ 245.500

and MaxHR >130 then 0
Rule 4 for 0 (109; 0.937)
if Sex = F and RestingBP≤ 148 and FastingBS≤ 0.500

and ExerciseAngina =Nthen 0
Rule 5 for 0 (76; 0.923)
if Cholesterol >42.500 and MaxHR >165 and Old-

peak≤ 0.050 and ST_Slope =Upthen 0
Rule 6 for 0 (9; 0.909)
if ChestPainType = TA and Cholesterol >93 and

Cholesterol≤ 258 and RestingECG=LVHthen 0
Rule 7 for 0 (8; 0.9)
if Age≤ 60 and RestingBP >117 and Exer-

ciseAngina =N and ST_Slope =Downthen 0
Rule 8 for 0 (395; 0.801)
if ST_Slope =Up then 0

Default: 1

It can also tolerate missing data values. Te R imple-
mentation’s output may be either a decision tree or a rule set.

COMPARING $C-HEARTDISEASE
Correct 813 88.56%
Wrong 105 11.44%
Total 918

COINCIDENCE MATRIX
0 1

0 355 55
1 50 458

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
0 0.674
1 0.478

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Range 0.5-0.993
Mean Correct 0.896
Mean Incorrect 0.752
Always Correct Above 0.986 (7.63% of cases)
Always Incorrect Below 0.5 (0% of cases)
91.29% Accuracy Above 0.584
2.0 Fold Correct Above 0.831 (94.33% of cases)

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Mean 88.562
Sum 81300.0
Minimum 0.0
Maximum 100.0
Standard Deviation 31.844

EVALUATION MATRIX
Model AUC Gini
SC-HeartDisease 0.945 0.889

Figure 10: Metrics of the neural network for the current problem.

COMPARING $C-HEARTDISEASE
Correct 774 84.31%
Wrong 144 15.69%
Total 918

COINCIDENCE MATRIX
0 1

0 345 65
1 79 429

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
0 0.6
1 0.451

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Range 0.58-0.941
Mean Correct 0.868
Mean Incorrect 0.784
Always Correct Above 0.941 (0% of cases)
Always Incorrect Below 0.58 (0% of cases)
91.29% Accuracy Above 0.879
2.0 Fold Correct Above 0.89 (95.24% of cases)

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Mean 84.314
Sum 77400.0
Minimum 0.0
Maximum 100.0
Standard Deviation 36.387

EVALUATION MATRIX
Model AUC Gini
SC-HeartDisease 0.887 0.775

Figure 11: Metrics of QUEST for the current problem.
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Teoutput model may be used to (predictively) assign a class
to fresh, unclassifed data items.

3.3.6. Proposed Ensemble Method for Heart Failure
Prediction. Numerous ML models have been developed in
that research to deliver the best feasible predictions for the
heart failure issue. A single model, on the other hand, might
not produce the greatest predictions and might be vulner-
able to faws, for example, variance and bias. Multiple
models were integrated into a single model to decrease
mistakes and enhance predictions. Tis is referred to as
ensemble learning. Tis suggested model may be used to
enhance machine learning.

(1) Steps of the Proposed Ensemble Method. Classifers may
be trained independently of one another and can provide
predictions independently of one another. Voting for a
majority among the individual results may be used to
decide the fnal classes. Hybrid ensemble learning is the
name given to this method. Figure 8 highlights the fow-
chart of the suggested collective model for the current
problem.

Ensemble learning stacking is used to build the model. In
addition, a meta-classifer or meta-model is used in this
technique to incorporate many classifcations or regression
methods. To train lower-level models, the whole training

dataset is used, and the composite model is trained using
these fndings. In contrast to boosting, the lower-level
models are all trained at the same time. It is common
practice to utilize the previous model’s prediction as a
training dataset for the subsequent model, creating an al-
gorithmic stack. Higher-level models serve as the foundation
for the top-layer model, which is known for its great ac-
curacy inmaking predictions.Te stack builds until the most

COMPARING $C-HEARTDISEASE
Correct 908 98.91%
Wrong 10 1.09%
Total 918

COINCIDENCE MATRIX
0 1

0 407 3
1 7 501

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
0 0.789
1 0.586

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Range 0.5-1.0

Mean Correct 0.931

Mean Incorrect 0.53
Always Correct Above 0.6 (95.75% of cases)
Always Incorrect Below 0.5 (0% of cases)
91.29% Accuracy Above 0.0
2.0 Fold Correct Above 0.5 (99.67% of cases)

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Mean 98.911
Sum 90800.0
Minimum 0.0
Maximum 100.0
Standard Deviation 10.386

EVALUATION MATRIX
Model AUC Gini
SC-HeartDisease 1.0 0.999

Figure 12: Metrics of random forest for the current problem.

COMPARING $C-HEARTDISEASE
Correct 838 91.29%
Wrong 80 8.79%
Total 918

COINCIDENCE MATRIX
0 1

0 364 46
1 34 474

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
0 0.717
1 0.499

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Range 0.45-0.957

Mean Correct 0.858

Mean Incorrect 0.837
Always Correct Above 0.944 (1.42% of cases)
Always Incorrect Below 0.45 (0% of cases)
91.29% Accuracy Above 0.0
2.0 Fold Correct Above 0.919 (95.75% of cases)

USER DEFINED SCORE FOR $C-HEARTDISEASE
Mean 91.285
Sum 83800.0
Minimum 0.0
Maximum 100.0
Standard Deviation 28.22

EVALUATION MATRIX
Model AUC Gini
SC-HeartDisease 0.935 0.869

Figure 13: Metrics of C5.0 for the current problem.
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Figure 14: Quality comparisons of the proposed model for the
current problem.
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accurate forecast is made with the least amount of error.
Many weak models or lower-layer projections form the basis
of the combined model’s or meta-forecast model’s predic-
tions. A less biased model is the end goal.

4. Results and Discussion

Te study sample consisted of 79% males, with an average
age of 54 years. Te rest of the patients (21%) were female,
with an average age of 52 years.

4.1. Machine Learning Approaches and Comparison of Pre-
dictive Performance. Te results are presented according to
the performance metrics applied in each algorithm.
Figures 9–13 show the metrics of each model studied after
being tested individually ten times, as well as the standard
deviation information.

Class imbalance has a considerable efect on the ROC
AUC, which is particularly sensitive to the presence of a
“positive” class. Tis is a really admirable trait. For example,
accuracy is not sensitive in this way.

4.2. Predictive Performance of the Proposed Ensemble Model.
Tis section demonstrates the predictive performance of the
proposed ensemble model. Figure 14 demonstrates the
quality comparison between existing models and the pro-
posed ensemble model.

Figure 15 demonstrates the accuracy comparison be-
tween existing models and the proposed ensemble model.

Figure 16 demonstrates the accuracy comparison of
component models.

Patients with heart disease, both those at risk for de-
veloping it and those who have already developed it, require
early identifcation and therapy using the suggested machine
learning model. Figure 17 highlights the accuracy com-
parison of machine learning models.

Te study agrees with some other previous studies which
emphasized the power of machine learning and other related
technologies in health prediction and improved health
outcomes.

5. Conclusion

Te latest algorithms use advanced machine learning ap-
proaches and openly available patient data to forecast the
risk of heart failure in patients. According to the study’s
other main conclusion, patients’ outcomes may be strongly
afected by data on their health status and value of life that
are not typically gathered during clinical interactions. A
number of chest pain models can be utilized by doctors to
make conclusions regarding a patient’s prognosis. Our
methodology, we believe, has to be continuously improved
and evolved. Other parameters such as echocardiography
data or other imaging modalities, for example, may be in-
cluded in the model in the future.

Data Availability

Te data supporting the fndings of the current study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Figure 15: Accuracy comparisons of the proposed model for the
current problem.

COMPONENT MODEL DETAILS
Model Accuracy (%) Predicators Model Size Records
1 86.6 10 34 918
2 77.5 11 61 918
3 68.7 10 72 918
4 74.4 11 78 918
5 78.9 11 68 918
6 69.7 10 66 918
7 72.3 11 70 918
8 72.8 10 60 918
9 76.5 9 78 918
10 71.8 9 65 918

Figure 16: Accuracy comparisons of component models for the
current problem.
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Figure 17: Accuracy comparison of ML models.
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